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1: Web interview questions - Developers and Designers
Frequently asked top CSS and CSS3 Interview Questions and Answers for freshers and year experienced web
developers. 1) What is Cascading Style Sheet (CSS)? CSS is used for applying the styles for the HTML elements.

Q What are the issues encountered with IE z-index? A z-index is used to show the order of the object Q What
is the default margin and padding of h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6? A heading 1 h1 margin-left: A The name can contain
characters a-z, A-Z, digits , period, hyphen, escaped characters, Unicode characters , as well as any Unicode
character as a numeric code, however, they cannot start with a dash or a digit. Q How do you display
hyperlinks without underlines? A For example One can use grouping syntax as below: A The question is not
entirely correct in its sense. You can use float: Q What is the use of Contexual Selector? These selectors can
be assigned normal properties ,and due to the rules of cascading order, they will take precedence over simple
selectors. This rule says that emphasized text within a paragraph should have blue background. Which one
gets top priority and why? It is always advisable to think long term. Even when you are working on a smaller
module, you never know its future. As far as possible, avoid Inline styles. If you are very sure that particular
CSS classes are relevant only to the current web page, it might be a good idea to opt for Embedded under
certain circumstances. And of course, there are no cons while considering External stylesheet. One thing is
very important while using External stylesheets is the nomenclature. There are no fixed set of rules to follow
but if you consider a broader view, you can easily work out a fair plan for CSS class names. To start with, one
can study some popular websites. Q What is the first-line pseudo-element in CSS? Grouping is gathering 1
into a comma separated list two or more selectors that share the same style or 2 into a semicolon separated list
two or more declarations that are attached to the same selector 2. Q The selectors LI, P with class name.
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Print Email Cascading Style Sheets CSS is a style sheet language used for describing the look and formatting
of a document written in a markup language. What are cascading style sheets? Cascading style sheets help the
designer in various ways. It primarily helps to design style sheets for content and HTML pages. It can be
applied to any XML document or mark up language. Explain about some of the features of CSS. Some of the
features used by CSS are to define a layout, colors, fonts, etc. It separates the content from the design part
which makes the content much more visible thereby improving productivity of the entire process. It can make
the same page appear in different formats. Explain about the rules present in style sheets. A huge list of rules
is defined for style sheets. Each rule consists of selectors and declaration block. A declaration block consists
of declarations which can be defined and separated by using a semicolon within curly braces. Also each
declaration consists of a colon, a property and a semicolon. Explain about the hover element. A hover element
is activated when the user moves a pointer over the area where HTML coding is defined. This style is being
extensively used for online advertising. It is appended to elementid: State some of the uses of CSS. CSS offers
many possibilities to a designer and developer. Some of them are Moving of the entire style sheet coding to a
separate external folder. Repetition and code reuse features make CSS rich. Presentation and structure are
made different by CSS etc. State the different type of author styles. A web page author, developer, designer,
etc can describe styles in three different forms they are External style sheets Inline styles Local and default
style sheet. A default style sheet consists of the style imparted by the browser which the user is accessing for
the information. What are the main goals of applying style sheets? The main use of style sheet is to give the
user a greater degree of control over his presentation. If the user does not like a certain font he can change it
with flexibility without any difficulty. Also a developer can minimize the effects which a browser can have on
the application or the text part of the webpage. Control over the entire web page without any external
influences, separation of the page from the HTML code part. W3C recommended adoption of CSS1in Some
of the capabilities and features present in CSS1 are as follows. Font properties Background colors, text colors,
etc Spacing between text, words, etc Tables, images alignment Border, margin, padding and positioning of
elements Attributes are uniquely identified and classified generically. W3C still adopts the specifications put
forwarded in CSS1. Many of the new features were present in CSS2 some of them are as follows. Positioning
of elements will be according to the relative, fixed and the absolute positioning. Inclusion of large number of
media functions. Shadows, bidirectional support for text and aural style sheets. Explain about CSS filter. CSS
filter solves designers and coders difficulties. With the help of these filters one can write entirely different
code or modify the existing design patterns so that browsers receive CSS specifications which they support,
thereby not allowing the browsers to make or create any unnecessary changes. Explain about Internet explorer
box model bug. Designers had a very tough time dealing with this bug, because it will not display box widths
appropriately on the webpage. It displayed the block to be narrow in size. This bug can be rectified by using
CSS filter and hacks. Explain about vertical control limitation. Vertical control limitations are always a
nightmare for a designer. Horizontal positioning of text or element is always easy but vertically positioning an
element always leads to convoluted and impossible tasks. CSS has unsupported rules for vertical placement of
elements. Explain about absence of expressions. CSS currently does not have the ability to specify property
values as simple expressions. For example if you want to calculate the size of all the columns but you have a
restriction on the sum of all columns. This problem has been solved by many browsers by proprietary
expressions which did the job well. Explain about lack of orthogonality. Lack of orthogonality explains about
the various multiple jobs which are either undefined correctly for a specific application or used multiple times
for the same job. CSS defines that internal elements of a table will not have margins so usage of border
spacing is appropriate which leads to confusion. Explain about the ease of maintenance with CSS. An
effective style sheet has effective use of inheritance and cascading style sheets. When changes are applied to a
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single element of this global style sheet every element of the web page changes. This made the maintenance
easy because here we can change the style of the whole page by effecting a change to a single element.
Explain about float containment. CSS does not support float elements as it can cause overflow of the elements.
Floats also tend to vary according to the web browser resolution and size but positions do not. There are some
multiple properties which can define about float but they have their own limitations. State some limitations of
style sheets. Style sheets do have its own share of limitations some of them are as follows: What are CSS
frameworks? It is a pre-planned libraries, which allows easier and more standards-compliant webpage styling,
using CSS language. In how many ways can a CSS be integrated as a web page? CSS can be integrated in
three ways: The Head element can have a Style element within which the code can be placed. CSS can be
placed in an external file and linked via link element. What benefits and demerits do External Style Sheets
have? One file can be used to control multiple documents having different styles. Multiple HTML elements
can have many documents, which can have classes. To group styles in composite situations, methods as
selector and grouping are used. Extra download is needed to import documents having style information. To
render the document, the external style sheet should be loaded. Not practical for small style definitions.
Discuss the merits and demerits of Embedded Style Sheets? Multiple tag types can be created in a single
document. Styles, in complex situations, can be applied by using Selector and Grouping methods. Extra
download is unnecessary. Multiple documents cannot be controlled. What does CSS selector mean? Enlist the
media types CSS allows? The design and customization of documents are rendered by media. By applying
media control over the external style sheets, they can be retrieved and used by loading it from the network.
Differentiate logical tags from physical tags? While physical tags are also referred to as presentational
mark-up, logical tags are useless for appearances. Physical tags are newer versions while logical tags are old
and concentrate on content. Moreover, style sheets have better browser capabilities and formatting options.
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3: 61 CSS Interview Questions and Answers - Freshers, Experienced
Dear Readers, Welcome to CSS Interview questions with answers and explanation. These 61 solved CSS questions will
help you prepare for technical interviews and online selection tests conducted during campus placement for freshers
and job interviews for professionals.

The previous version, HTML 4, was standardised in What is file extension of HTML5? What is initilize date
of Html5? What are the new features in HTML5? New form controls like calendar, date, time, email, URL and
search etc. New elements are provided. What are the various elements provided by HTML 5 for media
content? What are the various tags provided for better structuring in HTML5? It is used to define vector-based
graphics for the Web Question: What is a Canvas? What is the default border size of a canvas? Canvas is a
rectangular area on a HTML page, specified with the canvas tag. By default, It has no border. To get a border
style attribute can be used. Differentiate between Canvas and SVG? Canvas is resolution dependent while
SVG is not. Canvas does not provide any support for event handlers while SVG does provide the support for
event handlers. Canvas is suitable for graphic-intensive games while SVG is not suitable for gaming. Canvas
is suitable for small rendering areas while SVG is suitable for large rendering areas like Google maps. HTML
5 provides drag and drop facility. How do you make an image draggable? Differentiate between session
Storage and local Storage objects? Session Storage object stores the data only for one session while local
Storage object stores the data without an expiry date. What is a Manifest file? A Manifest file is a simple text
file that tells the browser what to cache and what not to cache. What is a Web Worker? A web worker is a
JavaScript which runs in the background. Its aim to reduce the need for proprietary plug-in-based rich internet
application RIA technologies such as Adobe Flash, Microsoft Silverlight etc. Cleaner markup than earlier
versions of HTML Additional semantics of new elements like header, nav, and time Question: Is it mandatory
to use in HTML5? It is not case sensitive. What are various tags which are not available in HTML5? How to
link an email address?
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4: Jquery Interview Questions and Answers for Experienced & Freshers
CSS Questions & Answers - Applying Style to a Document Posted on July 21, by bookgal This set of CSS Interview
Questions and Answers for freshers focuses on "Applying Style to a Document".

It was unnecessary for setting up an explicit width for the BODY element; it was done here for simplicity.
Who maintains the CSS specifications? In how many ways can a CSS be integrated as a web page? CSS can
be integrated in three ways: The Head element can have a Style element within which the code can be placed.
CSS can be placed in an external file and linked via link element. One file can be used to control multiple
documents having different styles. Multiple HTML elements can have many documents, which can have
classes. To group styles in composite situations, methods as selector and grouping are used. Extra download is
needed to import documents having style information. To render the document, the external style sheet should
be loaded. Not practical for small style definitions. Discuss the merits and demerits of Embedded Style
Sheets? Merits of Embedded Style Sheets: Multiple tag types can be created in a single document. Styles, in
complex situations, can be applied by using Selector and Grouping methods. Extra download is unnecessary.
Demerits of Embedded Style Sheets: Multiple documents cannot be controlled. What does CSS selector
mean? Enlist the media types CSS allows? The design and customization of documents are rendered by media.
By applying media control over the external style sheets, they can be retrieved and used by loading it from the
network. Differentiate logical tags from physical tags? While physical tags are also referred to as
presentational mark-up, logical tags are useless for appearances. Physical tags are newer versions while logical
tags are old and concentrate on content. Moreover, style sheets have better browser capabilities and formatting
options. Selectors can be attached to other selectors to be identified by ruleset. It has two parts: Comment on
the Case-sensitivity of CSS? A catalog of directions within braces consisting of property, colon and value is
called declaration block.
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5: CSS Interview Questions
An effective style sheet has effective use of inheritance and cascading style sheets. When changes are applied to a
single element of this global style sheet every element of the web page changes. This made the maintenance easy
because here we can change the style of the whole page by effecting a change to a single element.

It helps to develop more functional applications using less line of codes. You can say Jquery is the enhanced
version of JavaScript. You can download Jquery from http: Jquery is popular due to its reuse-ability. Jquery
saves programmer time. For your successful interview read our Jquery Interview Questions and Answers.
When Jquery is a library developed using JavaScript. Jquery contain many common used JavaScript functions.
Using Jquery we can prepare cross-browser compatible applications with less line of codes. What you required
to Start you first Hello World program using Jquery? You can download Jquery file from http: To integrate
this on your page you can refer the line below. Write the following lines of code. In below I am sharing my
first Jquery program to show you an example of document. Look at the example below. In Jquery we have 3
types of Selectors. Using show or hide methods in Jquery we can also add duration for showing or hiding an
element. Jquery is a JavaScript Library which gives ability to develop high performance web applications
using less line of Codes. There are many advantages using Jquery. Jquery is Cross-browser Compatible. To do
a small animation in client-side we must need to write 10 to 15 lines of JavaScript codes. Using Jquery this
can be done using one function. Jquery comes with many in-built functions. Jquery improves programers time
by delivering quality outputs. Jquery helps to improve the performance of a web-application. Jquery Supports
Event detection and handling. Thousand of free plugins are available for Jquery. What is jQuery noConflict
method? To prevent conflict with other libraries methods or different versions of JQuery, JQuery introduced
noConflict method. You can use noConflict using the following Syntax. In this case to prevent conflict among
the different versions you can do the following. Let we have an input box with id txtName. JQuery provides
attr method to change control attributes. To valid email id using JQuery create a separate function ValidEmail.
Pass the email id as a parameter. Using Regex we can valid the email id. Explain me with Example. The
Syntax is as follows. It can be selected using the following CSS selector. ID selector is the most fastest JQuery
selector compare to other selectors. It can be used using the following Syntax. Animate function accepts 4
parameters. Syntax of Animate function is as below. Using Duration we can set how long our animation will
run. Easing is the controller to transition. Callback is the function which you can run just after the animation
completed. Jquery holdReady function accepts boolean parameters. To hold the execution we can write the
following syntax. It accepts 2 parameters. Let us have a page demo. What we want is to extract the DOM
object body contexts. After retrieve contexts we want to disable to the button control. Look at the example
shown below. To made 2D animations easy, JQuery introduced animate method. It accepts 3 parameters. First
one is the params. Using params we provides CSS to the future animation. Speed is the second parameter,
which decides the speed of animation frames duration. Last parameter is Callback. It is a function which
executes just after the animation completed. Let you see an example below. To do so JQuery provides
noConflict method. Lets take an example. In below code I have 2 versions of JQuery. In case we are changing
the attribute of a control using jquery we use attr. For an example on a button click I want to update an anchor
tag hyperlink. Look at the code below. In this case we use prop. What is minify version of Jquery? Minified
version of JQuery is nothing but the same copy of Jquery library file but it is in compressed form. The
extension of minify version is comes with. Minified version provides more performance then the normal one.
In the cause many web development farms prefer to use minify version in there production server. To convert
your JavaScript file for minify version there are many online providers. You can find then using Google
search. In a web application to refer Jquery library many of us follow CDN link pattern. But for more safty
approach it is better to provide both the options to access library file. In the below script I refered Jquery The
syntax is as follow. During development what I need is I want to merge arr-j values to arr-i. In this case jquery
extend method helps. To merge two objects recursively we need to pass the first parameter value true to
extend method. As shown in below. Jquery map method is used to translate items of an Array or object to new
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array of items. We can declare any number of document. What is the difference between document. While we
can use multiple document.
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6: Top 18 Web Design Interview Questions & Answers
CSS Interview Questions. A list of top frequently asked CSS interview questions and answers are given below.. 1) What
is CSS? CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheet. It is a popular styling language which is used with HTML to design
websites.

Is CSS case sensitive? However, font families, URLs to images, and other direct references with the style
sheet may be. It is a good idea to avoid naming classes where the only difference is the case, for example:
What is external Style Sheet? This is a very convenient way of formatting the entire site as well as restyling it
by editing just one file. What are Style Sheets? Answer Style Sheets are templates, very similar to templates in
desktop publishing applications, containing a collection of rules declared to various selectors elements. Files
containing style information must have extension. How do I do multiple colors of text? Answer To do the
multicolor text adjust the color of your font tag as: Answer Use the below code example. How do I add
scrolling text to my page? Answer Add a Tag of marquee. What are the differences between cell spacing and
cell padding? Answer Cell padding is used for formatting purpose which is used to specify the space needed
between the edges of the cells and also in the cell contents. Cell spacing is one also used f formatting but there
is a major difference between cell padding and cell spacing. It is as follows: Cell padding is used to set extra
space which is used to separate cell walls from their contents. But in contrast cell spacing is used to set space
between cells. Answer DIV is used to select a block of text so that one can apply styles to it. SPAN is used to
select inline text and let users to apply styles to it. Also the DIV tag is used as a paragraph break as it creates a
logical division of the document in which it is applied. Thus DIV is used in cases where one wants to apply
styles to a block of text. But there may be situations in which there might not be clear well structured block of
text to work with. In those cases one can opt to apply SPAN which is used to apply styles inline. How to place
a background for a single table cell? Answer You can put a background for a single table cell in two ways
namely: What is meant by iframe? Answer iframe is used for creating an inline or floating frame. As most of
know frames are mainly used to structure the page or for placing a menu bar on the side and so on. But iframe
is used in a different context. That is in other words iframe is used to embed or insert content on a page of
padding. This is done for several reasons. Say the content may be large enough that the user may wish to place
it separately and scroll through it. This is used to increase the interactive ability and the visual effect of the
web pages which is loaded in the browser. How do I make a frame with a vertical scrollbar but without a
horizontal scrollbar? There is no way to specify that a frame should have one scrollbar but not the other. Any
HTML tag that your browser supports will work in the box. So you can carry tags from chapters to chapters
and mix and match. Answer The method parameter specifies which method the client is using to send
information to the WEB server. The method determines which parameter you will find the CGI request data
in: How can I specify background images? Here is an example: The background color may be used by those
not using your background image. Authors should not rely on the specified background image since browsers
allow their users to disable image loading or to override document-specified backgrounds. How do I remove
the border around frames? Answer Removing the border around frames involves both not drawing the frame
borders and eliminating the space between the frames. Note that these attributes are proprietary and not part of
the HTML 4. Also, removing the border around a frame makes it difficult to resize it, as this border is also
used in most GUIs to change the size of the frame. Answer There is no way in standard HTML to specify
where page breaks will occur when printing a page. HTML was designed to be a device-independent structural
definition language, and page breaks depend on things like the fonts and paper size that the person viewing the
page is using. How do I link an image to something? Answer Just use the image as the link content, like this:
How can I eliminate the extra space after a tag? Answer HTML has no mechanism to control this. However,
with CSS, you can set the margin-bottom of the form to 0. How do I use forms? Answer The basic syntax for a
form is: This URL should refer to a server-side e. What is a Hypertext link? Answer A hypertext link is a
special tag that links one page to another page or resource. Which one do I use?
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7: Top 50 CSS & CSS3 Interview Questions & Answers
CSS3 is the newest version of the Cascading Style Sheets used in the Web document written in markup language. In
this version there are different sections being created for better understanding and learning called as "modules".

What is website designing? Website Designing may be defined as front end architecture of websites using
multiple skills and disciplines i. Everything you see on modern web browsers or internet are part of HTML
only. Text, content, images , videos and almost everything is put inside HTML tags for users to view them on
internet. What does CSS stand for? Cascading Style Sheets are the presentation or visual style of the web
pages i. They are used in combination with HTML web pages to align them in a proper way. What is a CSS
file? For what purpose it is used? These are the main style-sheet which are used for arranging HTML
elements. There are three ways of adding CSS style sheets to the web layout. These are directly put on the tags
and hence they have the highest priority over the other two. These values are defined on the basis as the page
is rendered on user browser accordingly. What is external style sheet? How can we link it? These stylesheets
are imported from URL and most often are on the same server only but can also be called from different
server. How do you insert a comment in a CSS file.? These are just specific instruction given to make those
changes and aid in the future for any more adjustments easily rather than searching for the whole file as it may
be too large. What are HTML comment? HTML Comment tag are the basic instructions given with in any
html layout and these are not displayed in browser and are just for informative purpose only. New tags, added
functionality, animation, transition, Gradient, webfonts, SVG, figure tag, regular expressions, editing content
within elements are some of the most popular features of HTML 5 version. How many types of elements are
defined in HTML5? In HTML there are basically two types of elements i. Which HTML attribute is used to
define inline styles? Class can have multiple use within a single HTML layout while id are unique within
single layout and are recommended for JavaScript as well as script based web development. What are self
closing tags in HTML? So it is necessary to get acquainted with their basic rulings, script, layout, tags closing
and more. It is also recommended to get working within script based programming like PHP as you go
advance skills for your future. How fonts work with HTML? Explain the term Web Safe fonts! Fonts are
different calligraphy presentation of writing characters. Earlier Font tag was specifically used for making
desired effects but with HTML5 font tag is depreciated now! Web Safe Fonts are those fonts which are
available on majority of the system all around the world. So users can have similar calligraphic result for their
fonts over the global internet with which fonts they were started with. How colors are used with HTML?
These values then applied directly to get the desired effects accordingly. What are the new features of
HTML5?
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8: News, Tips, and Advice for Technology Professionals - TechRepublic
CSS interview questions - CSS interview questions and answers for Freshers and Experienced candidates to help you
to get ready for job interview, After preparing these CSS programming questions pdf, you will get placement easily, we
recommend you to read CSS Interview questions before facing the real CSS interview questions Freshers Experienced.

Pseudo-class not controlled by dynamic behavior Rules, styles, targeting specific text not possible Q8: What
are CSS frameworks? It is a pre-planned libraries, which allows easier and more standards-compliant webpage
styling, using CSS language. Who maintains the CSS specifications? In how many ways can a CSS be
integrated as a web page? CSS can be integrated in three ways: The Head element can have a Style element
within which the code can be placed. CSS can be placed in an external file and linked via link element. What
is Embedded Style Sheet? Ruleset is used to identify that selectors can be attached with other selectors. It has
two parts: What is the difference between inline, embedded and external style sheets? Inline Style Sheet is
used to style only a small piece of code. Embedded style sheets are put between theâ€¦tags. This is used to
apply the style to all the pages within your website by changing just one style sheet. What are the benefits of
CSS sprites? If a web page has large no. The concept of CSS sprites is used to reduce the loading time for a
web page because it combines the various small images into one image. It reduces the number of http requests
and hence the loading time. What is the float property of CSS? The CSS float property is used to move the
image to the right or left along with the texts to be wrapped around it. Explain the difference between
visibility: It will not affect the layout of the document. It is the process of generating intermediate frames
between two images. It gives the impression that the first image has smoothly evolved into the second one. It
is an important method used in all types of animations. In CSS3, Transforms matrix, translate, rotate, scale etc.
Which value of cursor property changes the cursor to a question mark? Can you set an image to be shown as
cursor? Which property is used to set the width of the outline? The outline-width property is used to set the
width of the outline. Which property is used to set the line style for the outline? The outline-style property is
used to set the line style for the outline. Which property is used to set the color of the outline? The
outline-color property is used to set the color of the outline. Which property is used to set all the outlining
properties in a single statement? The outline property is used to set all the outlining properties in a single
statement. Mention the syntax for adding multiple background images in CSS3? Below is the syntax for
adding multiple background images â€” background-image: How we can create text shadow and box shadow
in CSS3? Box shadow can be created like this â€” box-shadow: How we can use transition effect in CSS3?
Below are the two things to be specified to create a transition effect â€” Duration of the effect CSS property to
be added for an effect Q Explain opacity in CSS3? Opacity is used to hide or show an element in CSS3. RWD
is the abbreviation for Responsive web design. In this technique, the designed page is perfectly displayed on
every screen size and device, be it desktop, mobile, laptop or any other device. How do I combine multiple
sheets into one? Multiple sheets can be combined into by using the tag and the with the title attribute. The title
value allows one or more tags to link with each other. After combination that theme will be applied as
combined and will be shown to the user. The syntax of it will be as follows: What is contextual selector?
Contextual selector specifies a specific occurrence of an element. It is combination of many selectors that are
separated by white spaces. In this only the element that matches the specified element will be used not all the
elements. For example the syntax of it is being given as: But this is being done only if it occurs in the p text.
How to center the block-elements with CSS? CSS allows you to style your web-pages and sheets so that you
can visualize it in better way. This can be done in two ways: It can be done by defining the properties like
margin-left and right to auto and width can be given any value. It can be done by the use of table like: These
are the methods that are used to center the block element. What is the purpose of the z-index? While using css
to position html elements they may overlap each other. The z index i used to specify which element overlaps
which element. The z-index is a number which can either have a positive or a negative value. By default the
z-index value is zero. In case elements have the same z-index number specified then the browser will layer
them according to the order in which they appear in the HTML. However, you will be asked with the
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questions in the interview related to the above mentioned questions. Preparing and understanding all the
concept of CSS technology will help you strengthen the other little information around the topic. After
preparing these interview questions, we recommend you to go for a mock interview before facing the real one.
You can take the help of your friend or a CSS expert to find the loop holes in your skills and knowledge.
Moreover, this will also allow you in practicing and improving the communication skill which plays a vital
role in getting placed and grabbing high salaries. Remember, in the interview, the company or the business or
you can say the examiner often checks your basic knowledge of the subject. If your basics is covered and
strengthened, you can have the job of your dream. The industry experts understand that if the foundation of the
student is already made up, it is easy for the company to educate the employ towards advance skills. If there
are no basics, there is no meaning of having learnt the subject. We will be happy to help you out at our earliest
convenience. At last, we wish you all the best for your upcoming interview on CSS Technology.
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9: CSS Interview Questions And Answers For Freshers | neeedanyhelp
CSS Interview Questions - CSS Tutorials for beginners to advanced developers Learning Cascading Style Sheet in
simple and easy steps with examples. A complete reference manual for CSS2 & CSS3 properties.

RWD Interview questions Q6. How to use font properly in CSS3? There is new font-face property which
allows to any fonts which their resources files on server. There is term being extensively used with CSS3 i.
Please explain the use of this term! Many modern browsers are based on webkit which is software engine
component for rendering web pages in the web browsers like Chrome, Safari, and Opera etc. When applying
rule for these browsers we need to use prefix â€”webkit for these browsers to read the rules correctly. What
are different types of CSS3 shadows that have become quite popular in short frame of time? Text-shadow and
box-shadow are two different properties that give the unique design to any element. Even multiple shadows to
same element can be provided. Text-shadow is limited to particular text only whereas box-shadow is applied
to whole section showing their importance in whole page. Check the shadow on the text Q9. Are there any
provision in CSS3 for using images as border? Yes there is border-image property for applying images on
border. Using this property we can alter the source, width, repeat, slice and outset. Explain the use of multiple
backgrounds in the CSS3! They are separated by commas in assigning the property to the given element. Their
position, repeat, size, origin and clip are the property that needs to be altered as per requirements. What is
CSS3 resizing property? Using CSS3 resizing property user can deliberately change the element size with
respect to width and height. How can we avoid repeated images in the background? You can also give specific
direction to repeat horizontally or vertically from this property as well. Are there any new properties for
checking the limit of the length of the text in CSS3? Text-overflow, word-wrap, word-break are the three main
property which are used for checking the length of the text. Is there any provision for using pagination in
CSS3? Yes, using CSS3 with ul-li structure you can create pagination directly and give design as preferred.
Flexbox is the new layout modal being used in CSS3. Used along with display, its primary function is to
control the elements behaviour in multiple screen sizes and devices. What is CSS3 multiple column property?
CSS3 multiple Column property is easiest way of dividing section of particular element just like in newspaper
and there are various rule applied to it regarding count, gap, rule, style, width, color and span. Can we use
gradients using CSS3 directly on web pages? Yes there is provision for using gradients in CSS3 properties
using linear and radial gradients which lets smooth display of colors using two or more specified colors with
respect to different sizes, radial agreement as well as shape. What are CSS3 transitions? Explain their use in
brief! CSS3 transitions are the properties which lets change effect using CSS smoothly over specified
duration. Multiple changes simultaneously are allowed within one section. Define the use of new image
properties in CSS3? New CSS3 properties allows easy multiple changes using border-radius, filter and to
display in modal using JavaScript. Explain the use of media queries in CSS3! Media queries are the latest web
standard for crafting adaptable style sheets for tablets, Desktop, mobiles and iOS enabled devices. They are
applied using height, width of the device, viewport, orientation and resolution. So any structure design can be
altered for making design responsive. How CSS3 is related to responsive web designing? Media queries are
introduced in CSS3, which are directly used for making website responsive i. They introduce different CSS
values for device specific width for appearing in the size of the device only. Get more guidance on Responsive
Web Design Tutorials with step by step guidance! Deliberate some information on using Animations in CSS3?
Animations are fully supported in CSS3 only with properties and keyframes rules to be used for controlling
the motion of the objects. What is difference between transition and transform in CSS3? What are keyframes
in CSS3 Animations? In CSS3 Animation are defined by their attributes values at multiple keyframes. You
can have as many keyframes as you want on which the CSS values will change making the whole animation
possible. Explain all the attributes of CSS 3 Animations! There are many animation values which are defined
at particular keyframes to get the whole animation running smooth. Any Value can be given
animation-duration: Defines the speed curve of the animation i. Initial delay before the user sees the animation
in seconds animation-iteration-count: Number of times animation runs i. Direction of the running animation i.
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Way with which the animation runs i. State of the animation running and paused. You can use this property
with JavaScript to pause the animation in the middle. You can define all the above six properties in one go
with particular space between them and the right notation. No need to right each one specific names
respectively. What are the default values of the CSS3 animation properties elements? These are the default
values for each CSS3 Animation attributes animation-name â€” default none.
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